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Your e-fulfilment
process outsourced

Order-to-cash fulfilment

(E)-fulfilment
Pick, Pack & Return
Your complete
process outsourced,
from inbound,
packing and
outbound

(International)
Distribution
We will ship it to your
end customer and
take care of special
requirements.

Customer service
We could take care of
your (online) customer
service in different
languages.

Management
reporting
In a quick overview,
your KPI’s monitored

Let’s simplify
logistics

Our service

Order to Cash process
Imagine a world you will wake up in one day and you do not have to
worry about your orders, your packaging of your premium product, your
order lead times, your customer service or even worse: your returns.
If this entire process could be in safe hands with a trustworthy partner
that knows what it takes to grow your business, how easy would that be.
A partner that knows the challenges and the struggles of working with a
large service provider. We are these game changers. At Newcorp Logistics, you will have one contact person. Our order to cash process is our
(e)fulfilment service. We will take care of all your logistical challenges,
from order to invoice, from storage to packaging. No matter how exclusive your product is. You can take care of all your other daily challenges
within your organisation and more importantly: executing your sales and
growth strategy. Our order to cash process covers:
Stock control
Warehouse management
Pick & Pack
Customer service
(International) Distribution
Returns handling
Financial fulfilment

This is why we do it

What people say
At Newcorp Logistics, it is what you see is what you
get. A no-nonsense mentality combined with a focus
on quality and providing the best service possible is
what characterizes Newcorp. And a must say: always
with a personal touch!

“
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Sikkel 13
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